
CHEM 16 
Problem Set 3A 
 
INTERMOLECULAR FORCES OF ATTRACTION 

 
1. Indicate all the types of intermolecular forces of attraction that may operate between molecules of each of the 

forces of attraction that may operate between molecules of each of the following: 
a. CH3OH(l)  c. H2S(l)   e. CH3CN(s) 
b. Xe(l)   d. I2(s)    f. NH3(l) 

 
2. Why is HF a liquid in room temperature while HCl is a gas? 

 
3. How do the strengths of the following attractive forces compare: 

a. London dispersion forces and dipole-dipole forces 
b. Ordinary dipole-dipole forces and hydrogen bonds 
c. Dipole-dipole forces and covalent bonds 

 
4. For each of the following pairs, select the substance whose molecules are capable of forming H-bond with one 

another. Draw two molecules of this substance and show the H-bonds. Which substance can form H-bonds with 
water? Illustrate the H-bonds between molecules of the substance of water. 
a. CH3CH2OH and (CH3)2O 
b. CH4  and  CH3SH 
c. CH3OH  and  N(CH3)3 

 
5. Explain the ability of of some insects to walk on water depends on hydrogen bonds 

 
6. Which is expected to have the higher boiling point, C4H10 or C8H9? Explain your choice. 

 
7. Explain the following: 

a. For most substances, the solid state is denser than the liquid state 
b. The solid state of water is less dense than its liquid state. 
c. Water and not other liquids, is used as a coolant of engines that generate heat. 

 
8. Consider the following substances which have similar molar masses: 

CH3CH2OH, (CH3)2O, CH3CH2CH3 

Rank the following in terms of 
a. Increasing normal boiling point 
b. Increasing heat of vaporization 
c. Increasing viscosity 
d. Increasing vapor pressure at 0oC 

 
9. a. What observable effects are produced in a liquid by a high surface tension? 

c. What is expected to have a larger surface tension at a given temperature, CCl4 or H2O? 
 

10. Despite the fact that stainless steel is much denser than water, a stainless-steel razor blade can be made to float 
on water why? 
 

CHANGES OF STATE 
11. Define the following terms: 

a. boiling point 
b. heat of vaporization 
c. evaporation 
d. vapor pressure 

 
12. The heat of fusion of a substance is usually less than its heat of vaporization. Why is this so? 

 
13. The molar heat of vaporization of acetone at its boiling point is 30.3KJ/mol. How much heat is needed to convert 

1.0 g of liquid acetone at its boiling point to the gaseous state? 
 



14. Why would a burn caused by steam be much more serious than one caused by boiling water? 
 

15. A. below are vapor pressures of some common liquids at 20oC. Arrange the substances in increasing strength of 
intermolecular forces: 
 Acetic acid, CH3COOH  11.7 torr 
 Acetone, CH3OCH3  184.8 torr 
 Diethylether, (CH3CH2)2O 442.2 torr 
 Water, H2O   17.5 torr 

16. Why is evaporation of water faster on a hot day than on a cool day? 
 

17. Explain the following: 
a. When a liquid freezes, the temperature remains constant until all the liquid has solidified. 
b. The vapor pressure of water is higher at 70oC than at 50oC. 
c. The normail boiling point of water is higher than that of methanol, CH3OH. 

 
18. Mt. Kilimanjaro in Tanzania is the tallest peak in Africa (19, 430ft). The normal barometric pressure at the top of 

the mountain is about 345 torr. 
a. Find out the phase diagram of water the temperature at which water is expected to boil at the top of the 

mountain. 
b. What difficulties would you face if you wanted to boil potatoes there? 
c. How can you overcome the difficulties you identified in (b) 

 
19. Sketch the phase diagram for oxygen, O2, based on the following: 

 the normal boiling point is -183oC 
 the normal freezing point is -218oC 
 the triple point at -219oC and 2 torr 
 the critical temperature and pressure are -119oC and 50 atm. 

Use the diagram that you made to predict 
a. the temperature at which oxygen will melt at a pressure of 400 torr. 
b. The temperature at which the substance will boil at 25 atm. 
c. The physical state of the substance at 10 atm and -150oC. 

 
20. Compound B has a normal melting point of 41oC and a normail boiling point of 123oC. The triple point of the 

compound is 39oC and 85 torr. The vapor pressure of the compound at 50oC is 120 torr. 
a. Draw the phase diagram for the compound and label the phases, the triple point, the melting point curve, 

the sublimation curve and the boiling point curve. 
b. Is the solid denser than the liquid? 
c. What changes happen if pressure is kept constant at 500 torr and temperature is increased from 50oC is 150 

torr. 
d. What changes happen if temperature is kept constant at 20oC and pressure is raised from 20 torr to 150 

torr? 
 

GASES AND KINETIC MOLECULAR THEORY 
 
21. Use the kinetic molecular theory to account for the following observations: 

a. The densities of gases are relatively low. 
b. Gases expand upon heating 
c. Gases readily mix with one another. 
d. Gases fill the container in which they are placed. 
e. Gases are compressible. 

 
22. Explain why hot air balloons rise. 
23. What is the density of carbon dioxide, CO2, gas at -15oC and 728 torr? Ans. 1.99g/L 

 
24. A sample of helium gas occupies a volume of 38 L at 780 torr and 25oC. What volume would the gas occupy at 

standard temperature and pressure? Ans. 36L 
 

25. At 0.20 atm and 0oC, the volume occupied by 6.00 moles of oxygen is 67.2L. What is the volume of 0.80 mole 
oxygen at the same conditions? Ans. 9.0L 



 
26. If the pressure of 5.0 L gas sample at 760 torr is reduced to 600 torr at constant temperature, what will be the 

new volume of the gas? Ans. 6.3 L 
 

27. A weather balloon is filled with 320.00 g He. 
a. How many moles of helium are in the balloon? 
b. How many moles of hydrogen would fill the balloon under the same conditions? 

What mass of hydrogen would this correspond to? 
 

28. When the sample of argon gas with a volume of 525 mL was heated from 21.0oC to 85.0oC, its volume changed 
to 585 mL, and registered a pressure of 795 torr. What must have been the initial pressure of the gas? Ans. 727 
torr 
 

29. A gaseous compound with a mass of 3.216g occupies a volume of 2236 mL at 27oC and 735 mmHg. Calculate 
the approximate molar mass of the compoumd. Ans. 36.6 g/mol 
 

30. Calculate the density of the following gases at STP: 
a. He  b. N2  C. CH4 

 
31. A sample of gas weighs 0.250 g and occupies a volume of 112 cm3 at STP. Calculate the molecular weight of the 

gas. Ans. 50.0 g 
 

32. A 200.0 mL sample O2 is collected over water at 27oC and 748 mmHg. The vapor pressure of water at 27oC is 28 
mmHg. What mass of O2 is in the sample? Ans. 0.2460g  
 

33. Consider the reaction 
2Na + 2H2O                2NaOH  + H2 

How many liters of hydrogen at STP are produced from 50.0 g sodium. Ans. 24.347 L 
 

34. An unknown gas goes through a small opening in 65 minutes while equal amount of hydrogen gas goes through 
the same opening in 9.75 minutes. Calculate the molar mass of the unknown gas. 
 

35. At the same temperature and pressure, an unknown gas X2 effuses 1.07 times as fast as O2. Identify the gas. 
Ans. N2 

 

36. A sample of N2(g) effuses through a tiny hole in 19.0 s. How long would it take for a sample of N2O2(g) to effuse 
under the same conditions? Ans. 27.8 s 
 

37. What conditions will cause a gas  to deviate from ideal behaviour? 
 

38. What factors affecting gaseous behaviour are not considerd in the ideal gas law? 
 

39. What evidence supports the postulate that gases are mostly empty space? 
 

40. Ammonium nitrate is mainly used as fertilizer and as an explosive. If heated in the absence of air, it decomposes 
to N2, O2 and H2O. What will the total pressure of the gases produced when 36.4 g of ammonium nitrate is 
heated to 800oC inside a sealed 100-mL can? Will an explosion happen. 

2NH4NO3(s)                  2N2(g)  + O2(g)  + 4H2O(g) 
 


